
Use yarn A (Honey) for the whole basket section (rows 60 -65).
Row 60: Turn (RS), attach yarn A (Honey) in first st, ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each st to end.
(201 tr).
Row 61: Turn (WS), ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each of next 2 sts, *bptr around each of next 3
sts, fptr around each of next 3 sts*, repeat from *to* until 6 sts remain; bptr around each
of next 3 sts, tr in each of last 3 sts. (201 sts, 67 sections)
Row 62: Turn (RS), ch 3 (counts as tr), tr in each of next 2 sts, *fptr around each of next 3
sts, bptr around each of next 3 sts*, repeat from *to* until 6 sts remain: fptr around each
of next 3 sts, tr in each of last 3 sts. (201 sts; 67 sections)

This pattern has been designed by Alice Tarry for Knitcraft by Hobbycraft.
This pattern is for personal use only, not to be resold. or reproduced.

Part 4
Basket of Berries

Row 63: Turn (WS), repeat row 62 (stitches will be in opposite positions on this row) (201
sts, 67 sections)
Row 64: Turn (RS), repeat row 61. (201 sts, 67 sections)
Row 65: Turn (WS), ch 1 (does not count as st) dc in same st, dc in each st to end,
changing colour to yarn H (Green) on final yrh of last st. (201 dc)



Row 66: Turn (RS), with yarn H; ch 2 (counts as htr) working in BLO for entire row, htr in
each st to end. (201 htr)
Row 67: Turn (WS), with yarn H; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, *dc in each of
next 7 sts changing colour to yarn B (Plum) on final yrh, bobble in next st, changing
colour back to yarn H on final yrh*, repeat from *to* until 8 sts remain, dc in last 8 sts.
Fasten off yarn B. (201 sts; 24 bobbles)
Row 68: Turn (RS), with yarn H; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, dc in each st to
end. (201 dc)
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Row 69: Turn (WS), with yarn H; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st, dc in each of
next 6 sts, changing colour to yarn B (Plum) on final yrh, *with yarn B; bobble in next st,
dc in next st, bobble in next st, changing to yarn H (Green) on final yrh, with yarn H; dc in
each of next 5 sts changing back to yarn B on final yrh*, repeat from *to* until 10 sts
remain; with yarn B; bobble in next st, dc in next st, bobble in next st, changing colour to
yarn H (Green) on final yrh. dc in each of last 7 sts. (201 sts; 48 bobbles)
Row 70: Turn (RS), with yarn H; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, dc in each of
next 6 sts changing to yarn I (School Green) on final yrh, *with yarn I; dc in bobble, fptr
around bobble from row 67, skip st on row 69, dc in bobble, changing colour back to yarn
H on final yrh, with yarn H; dc in each of next 5 sts changing colour to yarn I on final
yrh*, repeat from *to* until 10 sts remain, with yarn I; dc in bobble, fptr around bobble
from row 67, skip st on row 69, dc in bobble, changing colour back to yarn H on final yrh,
with yarn H; dc in each of last 7 sts. Fasten off yarn I. (24 fptr, 177 dc; 48 dc School Green)
Row 71: Turn (WS), with yarn H; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, dc in each of
next 7 sts, *ch 1, skip fptr, dc in each of next 7 sts*, repeat from *to* to end, dc in final st,
changing colour to yarn I (School Green) on final yrh of last st. (24 ch1sp, 177 dc)
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Row 72: Turn (RS), with yarn I; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st *(ch 1, skip 1 st,
dc in next st) 3 times, ch 1, skip 1 st, spike dc into skipped fptr from row 70*, repeat from
*to* to last berry, (ch 1, skip 1 st, dc in next st) 4 times, changing colour to yarn F (Brown)
on final yrh of last st. (201 sts, 24 spike dc, 77 dc)
Row 73: Turn (WS), with yarn F; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st, *dc in ch1sp,
ch 1, skip dc*, repeat from *to* to end, dc in final ch1sp, dc in final st. (201 sts, 102 dc)
Row 74: Turn (RS), with yarn F; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, *dc in dc, spike
dc over ch1sp into skipped st from row 72*, repeat from *to* until 2 sts remain, dc in
final 2 sts, changing colour to yarn C (Mustard) on final yrh. (201 sts)

Row 75: Turn (WS), with yarn C; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st, dc in each st
to end, changing colour to yarn I (School Green) on final yrh of final st. (201 dc)
Row 76: Turn (RS), with yarn I; ch 2 (counts as htr), htr in each st to end. (201 htr)
Row 77: Turn (WS), with yarn I; ch 1 (does not count as a st), dc in same st, dc in each of
next 3 sts changing colour to yarn D (Red) on final yrh, with yarn D; bobble in next st,
changing colour back to yarn I on final yrh *with yarn I; dc in each of next 7 sts changing
colour to yarn D on final yrh, with yarn D; bobble in next st, changing colour back to yarn
I on final yrh*, repeat from *to* until 4 sts remain, with yarn I; dc in final 4 sts. Fasten
off yarn D. (201 sts; 25 bobbles)
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Row 78: Turn (RS), with yarn I; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, dc in each st to
end. (201 dc)
Row 79: Turn (WS), with yarn I; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, *with yarn I; dc
in each of next 7 sts changing colour to yarn D (Red) on final yrh, with yarn D; bobble in
next st, changing colour back to yarn I on final yrh* repeat until 8 sts remain, with yarn I;
dc in last 8 sts changing colour to yarn A (Honey) on final yrh of final st. Fasten off yarn
D. (201 sts; 24 bobbles)
Row 80: Turn (RS), with yarn A; ch 1 (does not count as a st) dc in same st, dc in each of
next 3 sts, *fptr around bobble from row 77, skip st on previous row, dc in each of next 7
sts (4th one should be a bobble)*, repeat from *to* until 5 sts remain, fptr around bobble
from row 77, skip st on previous row, dc in final 4 sts. (201 sts; 25 fptrs)

Row 81: Turn (WS), with yarn A; ch 2 (counts as htr),  htr in each st to end. Fasten off. (201
htr)
Repeat rows 60 - 81 on the opposite edge of your blanket.

Join us over on the 
Hobbycraft YouTube channel, where
we will show you how to make this
beautiful blanket!

New videos release weekly,
alongside each release of the
Pattern PDF. 

https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLQ-h11GDs8SSL0Q8V95kbZIMytUVWUtJp&si=pwIURm2td0b2XNBC

